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Rescued from Indians, Cecily McGuinness suffers from horrendous nightmare; ones that have her

running from her lodging into the woods. SheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll never be normal again and most of the

townspeople look at her with disdain. All she ever wanted was a family and a place to call

home.Sheriff Shane O'Connor is tired of tracking Cecily down each time she takes flight. Finally he

makes her an offer to keep his house and help turn it into a farm. Her past doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t taint her

in his eyes. In fact he finds himself very attracted to her but keeps his distance. SheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d

suffered enough at the hands of Long Nose. Amid cheating gamblers, old friends who unexpectedly

show up and a fire, a closeness develops between them. Cecily believes she isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t fit to be

a wife anymore. Can Shane convince her heart and soul that she is indeed worthy of a great love?
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I've enjoyed the Mail Order Brides of Texas, by Kathleen Ball. She's become one of my go to

western authors. Kind hearted Shane is determined to help Cecily recover and move forward with

life, hopefully with him, after she was kidnapped by the Indian Long Nose. There are some twists in

this story that will keep you turning the pages and biting your nails. I hope you read this book as well

as Cinders' Bride and Keegan's Bride.



Found it hard to put my tablet down....Had to keep reading. Shane and Cecily were very interesting

characters. The action and twist in the story will keep you sitting in your chair and reading. Cecily is

a very strong character that was mistreated by the Indians. You will be rooting for her. Even though

this was the 3rd in a series you do not have to read the other two first. Each one can be read

without knowing what happens in the other book. I was happy though to hear how Cinder and

Keegan were doing.

I'm so enjoying these historical western romances by Ms. Ball. In this one, we get up close and

personal with Shane, the town sheriff. He's a sweet and compassionate man, but one who's not

afraid to shoot when the situation calls for it. He's the perfect romantic hero! Cecily, young woman

with gumption who picks herself up and continues on after a young woman's worst nightmare. Both

are looking to build a life in the wild West, yet there are serious obstacles in their paths.This sweet

story of rebuilding trust and the pioneering spirit will warm your heart and make you smile. I love

how good people win in the end in Ms. Ball's stories. I had a hard time putting the book down, even

at midnight. I wanted to see how it was going to come out. There were surprises, but a wonderful

happy ending. Bravo!P.S. I especially enjoyed the flavor of the West, knowing the author must have

put in a lot of research to bring us such a realistic picture of the times.

I enjoy this author her writing and story telling is wonderful. Although this book can be read as a

stand alone, I strongly urge you to read the other two books. The characters float in and out of them

which enhances the storyline.

I love this book and I wasn't ready to have it end. I just loved the hero, Shane and the heroine,

Cecily. Shane, tough but with a sensitive soul and Cecily, deeply scarred inside but kind and loving,

are two characters I want to read more about. But that's the way I feel about all of the wonderful

books this Author writes, and the amazing characters she has living in them. This is the third book

and my favorite, although I enjoyed reading the first two also and I'm looking forward to the next

one. This can be read as a stand alone but as you read, you'll see characters from the previous two,

nice ones and ones you want to smack, so it's always fun to start from the beginning. I enjoyed

them all enough to read once again when time allows and I recommend. No sexual content. JudyE

I think this is my favorite book of the series. I love Shane and the way he is a tough sheriff, yet a



compassionate man for those who need help. Cecily is a young woman who came to Texas as a

mail-order bride only to be told that her intended only wants her as a prositute in his saloon. When

she refuses, he sells her to an Indian and he makes her life a living hell. Sheriff Shane O'Connor

rescues Cecily from the Indian warror Long Nose. The problem is that some people in town sees

her as tainted and unworthy to be a wife

Kathleen Ball brings you a journey of lives almost destroyedEmptiness fulfilled and love healing

all............Shane left his home because of things his father didHe became a sheriff and ended in

town full of hope and misfits.Maybe now he can have the roots he carved.Cecile was tricked into

being a mail ordered bride only to beBrought to a whore house and than givIn to a wild

comacheIndian and tortured until she was rescued........ Most say deathwas better than the way she

was outcast........ Until The manWho rescue her gave her a reason to live threw it allThis is a

journey so ful of emotions and such a great read

With this book you will feel every emotion you have from heartache, mad, sad, jealousy, joy and

love. This book and this series I highly recommend. These stories are sitting on the edge of your set

reading material. Happy
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